We describe various approaches to constructing groups which may serve as Lie group analogs for the monster Lie algebra of Borcherds.
INTRODUCTION
Let m be the monster Lie algebra. Then m has decomposition ([Jur1] , [Jur2] ) m -u´' gl 2 ' uẁ here u`" LpSq and u´" LpS 1 q are free subalgebras generated by sets S and S 1 of certain positive, respectively negative, imaginary root spaces. Borcherds constructed m as part of his program to solve the Conway-Norton conjecture about the representation theory of the monster finite simple group M ( [B1] ).
The monster Lie algebra is an example of a generalized Kac-Moody algebra, or Borcherds algebra. This class of Lie algebras has been widely studied and the appearance of m and other Borcherds algebras as symmetries in heterotic string theory have been noted ( [Ca] , [HM] , [PPV] ). However, there have been no constructions of Lie group analogs for Borcherds algebras.
There are many methods for associating Lie group analogs to the class of infinite dimensional Kac-Moody algebras. For Borcherds algebras, the situation is quite different, due in part to the absence of suitable representation theoretic, geometric, algebraic geometric and analytic methods in this setting. In particular, the adjoint representation of m is not locally nilpotent and many highest weight modules of interest are not locally nilpotent.
We describe several approaches to constructing groups which may serve as Lie group analogs for m. We construct a group Gpmq by generators and relations and show that its 'unipotent subgroup' is a subgroup of automorphisms of a completion p m of m. We also explicitly construct a complete pro-unipotent group of automorphisms of p m and we prove convergence of these maps by introducing the notion of 'pro-summability' ( [CJM] ).
Another approach is to construct automorphisms of m directly. Using this method, we give a representation of the monster finite simple group M in terms of automorphisms of m ( [CCJM] ).
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THE MONSTER LIE ALGEBRA
For j P Z, let cpjq to be the coefficient of q in the modular function
Date: February 18, 2020. 1 so cp´1q " 1, cp0q " 0, cp1q " 196884, . . . . Define the index sets
The monster Lie algebra m has generating set te´1, f´1, h 1 , h 2 u Y te jk , f jk | pj, kq P I im u and defining relations ([Jur1] , [Jur2] ) rh 1 , h 2 s " 0, rh 1 , e´1s " e´1, rh 2 , e´1s "´e´1, rh 1 , e jk s " e jk , rh 2 , e jk s " je jk , rh 1 , f´1s "´f´1, rh 2 , f´1s " f´1,
re jk , f pq s "´δ jp δ kq pjh 1`h2 q , pad e´1q j e jk " 0, pad f´1q j f jk " 0, for all pj, kq, pp,P I im . The subalgebra h " Ch 1 ' Ch 2 is the Cartan subalgebra of m. The generators e jk and f jk are the positive (respectively negative) simple imaginary root vectors of m.
Define an extended index set E " tpℓ, j, kq | pj, kq P I im , 0 ď ℓ ă ju " tpℓ, j, kq | j P N, 1 ď k ď cpjq, 0 ď ℓ ă ju.
and set e ℓ,jk :" pad e´1q ℓ e jk ℓ! and f ℓ,jk :" pad f´1q ℓ f jk ℓ! , for pℓ, j, kq P E.
, [Jur2] ) Let g´1 be the subalgebra of m with basis te´1, f´1, h 1 , h 2 u. Then m " u´' g´1 ' uẁ here g´1gl 2 , u`is a subalgebra freely generated by te ℓ,jk | pℓ, j, kq P Eu and u´is a subalgebra freely generated by tf ℓ,jk | pℓ, j, kq P Eu.
exp AND ad FOR INFINITE DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS
The adjoint representation adpgq of a Kac-Moody algebra g is locally nilpotent for simple root vectors e i and f i . That is for any v P g, we have padpe in i v " 0 and padpf im i v " 0 for some n i , m i " 0. Thus exppadpe iand exppadpf iare finite sums when applied to elements of g and hence are well defined elements of Autpgq. For Borcherds algebras, this is no longer always true when one chooses imaginary simple root vectors.
Thus to define a Kac-Moody group, one may consider the group generated by expps¨adpe iand exppt¨adpf ifor s, t P C. This is the method used to define an 'adjoint' Kac-Moody group. Replacing ad by a representation on an integrable highest weight module V , a similar method gives an analog of a simply connected Chevalley group in the Kac-Moody case ( [CG] ).
These approaches no longer work for Borcherds algebras since the adjoint representation is not locally nilpotent. Thus exppadpxqqpyq " y`rx, ys`1 2! rx, rx, yss`¨¨ï s generally an infinite sum and hence not a well-defined automorphism. Many of the highest weight modules that we encounter (including generalized Verma modules) for m are not locally nilpotent.
COMPLETION p m OF m AND PRO-NILPOTENCE
The algebra m has the usual 'triangular decomposition'
here ∆˘are the sets of positive (respectively negative) roots, m α are the root spaces, n˘" À αP∆˘m α and h is the Cartan subalgebra. Let ∆ " ∆`\ ∆´and let Q denote the root lattice, that is, the Z-span of ∆.
The algebra m is graded over Q but can also be graded over Z. For k P Z, we let m k denote the homogeneous components of a compatible Z-grading on m. For j ą 0, let
We have a descending chain of ideals ( [CJM] , [CJM2] )
n`" n 0 ě n 1 ě¨¨¨ě n k " 0 with the property that n`{n k is a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra for each k ě 0. Thus n`is pro-nilpotent.
We define the (positive) formal completion of m to be
Then for each k ě 0, p n`{p n k is finite-dimensional nilpotent and so p n`is complete and pro-nilpotent.
Recall that an infinite sum ř i E i of operators is called summable if ř i E i pyq reduces to a finite sum for all y. Let e jk be an imaginary simple root vector of m. Then exppadpe jk qqpyq is generally an infinite sum for y P m. However, we say that exppadpe jkis pro-summable since for all y P p n`, exppadpe jk qqpyq reduces to a finite sum when restricted to any component m k of p n`" ś kPN m k ([CJM]).
COMPLETE PRO-UNIPOTENT ADJOINT GROUP
The group Autp p mq inherits a natural topology from p m. For j ě 1, we define subgroups p U j :" tϕ P Autp p mq | ϕpyq P y`p n k`j whenever y P m k u ď Autp p mq.
Then p U " p U 1 is a closed pro-unipotent group of Autp p mq of m with p U ě p U 2 ě p U 3 ě¨¨¨and each p U{ p U j is a finite dimensional unipotent group of automorphisms of p n{p n j .
3 Every element g P p U is of the form g " 8 ź k"1 exppadpx kfor x k P n k and the generators of p U , as a topological group, are power series with constant term 1.
Any element x P p m is an infinite (formal) sum, but for g P p U , g¨x is finite when restricted to any component m k of p m. Thus every element g P p U (when expanded to an infinite sum of automorphisms) is pro-summable.
The group p U is the analog of a completion of the (unipotent part) of the adjoint form of a Chevalley or Kac-Moody group (as in [CLM] ). For Kac-Moody algebras, complete pro-unipotent groups have been constructed by Kumar ([Ku] ) and Rousseau ([Rou] ).
We obtain the following analog of the adjoint representation. Let An analysis of the sl 2 -subalgebras associated with roots of m suggests the following generators and relations for a group Gpmq associated to m. Define the set of symbols X " tH 1 psq, H 2 psq, X´1paq, Y´1paq, X ℓ,jk paq, Y ℓ,jk paq | s P Cˆ, a P C, pℓ, j, kq P Eu,
where E " tpℓ, j, kq | j P N, 1 ď k ď cpjq, 0 ď ℓ ă ju. Define the constant c ℓj :" p´1q ℓ`1ˆj´1 ℓ˙p ℓ`1qpj´ℓq 4 and additional symbols:
Let pg, hq " ghg´1h´1 denote the usual group commutator. We define the set of relations R as follows, for all s, t P Cˆ, a, b P C, pℓ, j, kq, pm, p,P E.
Relations in the GL 2 pCq subgroup:
X´1paqX´1pbq " X´1pa`bq,
Y´1paqY´1pbq " Y´1pa`bq,
Y´1p´tqX´1psqY´1ptq " X´1p´t´1qY´1p´t 2 sqX´1pt´1q, r w´1psq r w´1 " H 1 p´sqH 2 p´s´1q, r w´1H 1 psq r w´1 1 " H 2 psq, r w´1H 2 psq r w´1 1 " H 1 psq,
Relations for root groups of the GL 2 pCq subgroup :
pX ℓ,jk paq, Y m,pq pbqq " 1 for j ‰ p, k ‰ q, or |ℓ´m| ą 1, X ℓ,jk pa`bq " X ℓ,jk paqX ℓ,jk pbq, Y ℓ,jk pa`bq " Y ℓ,jk paqY ℓ,jk pbq, pX´1psq, X j´1,jk ptqq " 1, pY´1psq, X 0,jk ptqq " 1, pX´1psq, Y 0,jk ptqq " 1, pY´1psq, Y j´1,jk ptqq " 1.
Relations between GL 2 pCq and the X ℓ,jk , Y ℓ,jk :
H 1 psqX ℓ,jk paqH 1 psq´1 " X ℓ,jk ps ℓ`1 aq, H 1 psqY ℓ,jk paqH 1 psq´1 " Y ℓ,jk ps´p ℓ`1q aq, H 2 psqX ℓ,jk paqH 2 psq´1 " X ℓ,jk ps j´ℓ aq, H 2 psqY ℓ,jk paqH 2 psq´1 " Y ℓ,jk ps´p j´ℓq aq, r w´1X ℓ,jk paq r w´1 1 " X j´1´ℓ,jk pp´1q j´ℓ´1 aq,
We now define Gpmq as the group given by this presentation, that is,
where F pX q denotes the free group on X and N R denotes the normal closure of the relations R.
For fixed pℓ, j, kq we have xX ℓ,jk paq, Y ℓ,jk pbq | a, b P Cy -SL 2 pCq and xX ℓ,jk psq, Y ℓ,jk ptq, H 1 psq, H 2 ptq, | a, b P C, s, t P Cˆy -GL 2 pCq. We define the following subgroups of Gpmq. Let U`pCq " xX´1paq, X ℓ,jk paq | a P C, pℓ, j, kq P Ey, where E " tpℓ, j, kq | j P N, 1 ď k ď cpjq, 0 ď ℓ ă ju, let Uì m pCq " xX ℓ,jk paq | a P C, pℓ, j, kq P Ey,
and let
Uì m pZq " xX ℓ,jk p1q | pℓ, j, kq P Ey.
Proposition 6.1. ( [CJM] ) The subgroup Uì m pCq of Gpmq is a free product of additive abelian groups isomorphic to C, indexed over E. The group Uì m pZq is a countably infinitely generated free subgroup of Gpmq. For fixed pℓ, j, kq, the group xX ℓ,jk paq | a P Cy -Z is an infinite cyclic subgroup.
Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 6.2. The subgroup U`pCq of Gpmq generated by all positive imaginary root groups embeds in p U ď Autp p mq as a dense subgroup.
This shows that the subgroup U`pCq of Gpmq is a group of automorphisms of p m
Our group Gpmq does not acts as an automorphism group of m. However, the action of the gl 2 subalgebra on m is locally nilpotent, and thus we have the following. Corollary 6.4. ( [CJM] ) The group GL 2 pCq acts on the infinitely generated free Lie algebras u`" LpSq and u´" LpS 1 q, with respect to S and S 1 respectively, as inner automorphisms.
ANALOG OF A SIMPLY CONNECTED KAC-MOODY CHEVALLEY GROUP FOR m
The analog of a simply connected Chevalley group can be constructed for Kac-Moody algebras g over commutative rings ( [CG] , [CLM] , [Rou] , [Ti] ). Constructing these groups requires a significant amount of additional external data such as a 'Z-form' of the universal enveloping algebra of g, as well as an integrable highest weight representation of g.
Many of the highest weight modules that we encounter (including generalized Verma modules) for m are not locally nilpotent. However m has a representation on a certain tensor algebra T pVq analogous to standard irreducible modules for semisimple and Kac-Moody algebras ( [JLW] ). The parabolic subalgebra u`' gl 2 of m is locally nilpotent on the m-module T pVq.
The vector space V is one of two (infinite-dimensional) modules
Vì (1) where u´" LpV´q, u`" LpV`q and LpVq denotes the free Lie algebra on a vector space V. Each Vȋ is a sum of certain highest weight sl 2 -submodules.
The m-module T pVq has the structure of a generalized Verma module and is induced from an irreducible module for gl 2 that is extended to a u`' gl 2 -module.
Using the representation ρ : m Ñ T pVq and a suitable highest weight λ of gl 2 , we have constructed a group G λ pu`' gl 2 q generated by elements of the form expptρpx iwhere t P C and the x i range over the generators of u`' gl 2 ( [CGJM] ). This is an analog of the unipotent subgroup of a simply connected Kac-Moody Chevalley group associated to the subalgebra u`' gl 2 of m. The group G λ pu`' gl 2 q has a free subgroup corresponding to the free subalgebra u`and is naturally pro-unipotent.
EXPLICIT AUTOMORPHISMS OF m
We have constructed automorphisms of m explicitly, giving a representation of the monster finite simple group M in terms of automorphisms of m ( [CCJM] ).
The smallest permutation representation of M is permutations on d " 97239461142009186000 " 2 4¨37¨53¨74¨1 1¨13 2¨2 9¨41¨59¨71 points. Let cp15q " 126142916465781843075 " 3 6¨52¨7¨1 483¨666739430527.
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The following gives an interpretation of the smallest permutation representation of M in terms of automorphisms of m.
Proposition 8.1. ( [CCJM] ) There is an embedding
which gives a representation of M in terms of permutations σ pk,k 1 q P Autpmq for 1 ď k, k 1 ď cp15q, where σ pk,k 1 q P S cp15q permutes the indices on simple imaginary root vectors e jk of m.
